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SQL BI Developer with 6+ years of Extensive IT Experience in Database Design, 
Development and business intelligence of Microsoft SQL Server [] in Development, 
Test and Production Environments with various business domains like Financial, 
Healthcare, Manufacturing and Insurance Services. Very Good Understanding and 
Experience in SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS), SQL Server Analysis Services 
(SSAS) and SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS).

EXPERIENCE

SQL BI Developer - Contract
ABC Corporation - JUNE 2007 – AUGUST 2010

 Managed high-availability SQL Server environment supporting 
financial, business intelligence and CRM systems with load-balancing 
across multiple data centers.

 Development of automated daily, weekly and monthly system 
maintenance tasks such as database backup, replication verification, 
database integrity verification, indexing and statistics updates.

 Creating and managing schema objects such as Tables, Views, 
Indexes and referential integrity depending on user requirements and 
converting them into technical specifications.

 Created complex stored procedures and functions to support efficient 
data storage, Archiving, Purging and manipulation.

 Created and executed SQL Server Integration Service packages to 
populate data from the various data sources, created packages for 
different data loading operations for many applications.

 Participated in creating reports that deliver data based on stored 
procedures.

 Created Report Email Subscription using Data-Driven and Time-Driven
Report Subscriptions.

SQL BI Developer 
ABC Corporation - 2004 – 2007

 Implemented Table, Views, Function, Stored Procedures and Triggers 
for load data and validation purposes.

 Scheduled the reports to refresh and run on a daily, weekly and 
monthly basis in the report manager.

 Developed and published reports using MS SQL Server Reporting 
Services Transformed data from various data sources using OLE DB 
connection by creating various SSIS packages.

 Created stored procedures, functions, views and other database 
objects Worked with business users and stakeholders to gather or 
refine requirements Configured report server and report manager for 
SSRS report deployment and management.
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 Designed reports using filters, single value parameters, multi value 
parameters, dependent parameters, and Cascading Parameters.

 Developed parameterized, drill-down, drill-through, sub-report and 
dashboard reports using SSRS.

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant
to your current role.

EDUCATION

 Bachelor Of Science - 2002

SKILLS

SQL, SSIS, SSRS, MSBI, SSAS, SQL Server, T-SQL, Tableau, PowerBI.
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